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We study approximately Gorenstein rings and modules which have small cofinite
 .  .irreducibles SCI . We give a criterion for a not necessarily finitely generated
module over a local ring to have SCI via its Matlis dual. This is among other things
applied to obtain Hochster's characterization of finitely generated modules over a
complete local ring with SCI. This is done without using anything from the theory
of excellent rings. Also the relation between cyclic purity and ordinary purity is
investigated for modules. Finally we study how approximately Gorenstein rings
behave with respect to flat homomorphisms and with respect to regular sequences.
Essential use is made of certain flat modules related to infinite sequences of ring
elements. Q 1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 3 Hochster defined the notion of an approximately Gorenstein ring.
This notion is connected with the principal systems studied by Northcott
w x  .  .and Rees in 8 . A local noetherian ring A, m is called approximately
Gorenstein, if for every n there is an irreducible m-primary ideal q , such
that q ; m n. The ideal a of A is a principal system precisely when the
quotient ring Ara is approximately Gorenstein. Hochster also defined the
notion for a finite module to have small cofinite irreducibles. In this paper
we give generalizations of his results. In the first section we extend the
 .definition of having small cofinite irreducibles SCI to modules, which are
not assumed to be finite. The main result in this section is Theorem 1.2,
where we prove that a module M over a local ring A has SCI if and only if
Ï Ãits Matlis dual M is the directed union of its set of cyclic A-submodules,
Ãwhere A is the completion of A. This was proved for the case M s A in
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Ï Ãw x5 . M always carries a natural structure of a module over A. When M is
finitely generated here in general called finite in the terminology of the
w xtextbook of Matsumura 6 , which, by the way, we use as a general
Ï.reference for notions and results from commutative algebra , M is an
Ã Ïartinian module. In this case the A-submodules of M coincide with its
A-submodules. We also use 1.2 to give a direct proof that if A is an
w xarbitrary local ring, then the local rings A X , . . . , X and1 d  X , . . . , X .1 d
ww xx A X , . . . , X are approximately Gorenstein, provided that d G 2, see1 d
w x.3, 5.6 . We prove in fact that if M is an arbitrary module over a ring A,
w y1 y1 xthen the module M X , . . . , X of inverse polynomials over M is the1 d
w xdirected union of its cyclic A X , . . . , X -submodules for d G 2. For some1 d
w xfacts about inverse polynomial modules, see 2 . Also very useful is Corol-
lary 1.5, which says that any submodule of a module with SCI has SCI, too.
Also we show that for many investigations, we may assume that A is a
complete local ring. In the second section, Corollary 2.4, we prove a
necessary condition for a module to have SCI. This condition was proved
by Hochster with the help of the theory of canonical modules. Here we
give a direct proof. Then we prove, without using anything from the theory
of excellent rings, that a complete local domain of dimension G 2 is
approximately Gorenstein. Instead we construct certain sets of prime
ideals. We also make use of the properties of the ``Bass-module'' in order
to prove that a finite module over a local ring has SCI, when it has an
essential submodule, which has SCI. Hochster showed also that the mod-
ule M s A has SCI which in this case is the same thing as A being
.approximately Gorenstein if and only if A is pure in every module in
which it is cyclically pure. In the third section the relation cyclic purity
versus purity for a finite module in a larger module is studied. This is done
even for arbitrary modules, when the local ring is assumed to be complete
or more generally quasi-complete. In the last section, we investigate how
approximately Gorenstein rings behave with respect to homomorphisms.
We prove that given a flat local homomorphism f : A ª B that, if B is
approximately Gorenstein, then so is A, provided that f is equidimen-
sional, i.e., dim A s dim B. Examples show that the condition of equidi-
mensionality is essential to impose. We show also that, merely assuming
the flatness of f, if A is approximately Gorenstein and the maximal fiber
of f is Gorenstein, then B is approximately Gorenstein. Finally we study
the behaviour of approximately Gorenstein rings with respect to regular
sequences.
 .Rings are generally assumed to be commutative noetherian. We state
and prove most results for local rings, even if they usually can easily be
extended to arbitrary noetherian rings.
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1. SMALL COFINITE IRREDUCIBLES
A submodule Q of an A-module M is said to be an irreducible
submodule when Q is a proper submodule, i.e., Q / M and there are no
submodules QX, QY of M properly including Q, such that Q s QX l QY.
This is an extension of the notion of irreducible ideals of A. If M is an
 .artinian module over the local ring A, m then the zero-submodule of M
 .is irreducible precisely when its socle Soc M s 0 : m is simple, i.e., aM
one-dimensional vector space over the residue field Arm. This can also
 .be stated as that M is isomorphic to a non-zero submodule of the
injective hull E of the simple A-module Arm.
w  .xWe now extend the definition given by Hochster in 3, 1.10 for a finite
A-module to have small cofinite irreducibles to arbitrary A-modules.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. The module M over the local ring A, m is said to
 .have small cofinite irreducibles abbreviated SCI if for every submodule
N of M such that the quotient MrN is a non-zero artinian module, there
is an irreducible submodule Q of M such that Q ; N and MrQ is
artinian.
We next prove a result which tells us how to decide if a module over a
local ring has SCI by looking at the structure of its Matlis dual. Namely,
for any two elements, f and g, in the Matlis dual, find a third element h
such that both f and g are multiples of h. If E is an injective hull of the
A-module Arm, where m is the maximal ideal of the local ring A, then
Ïthe Matlis dual M of the A-module M is defined as the A-module
Ï .Hom M, E . When M is a finite A-module M is an artinian A-module.A
w xThe theory of Matlis duality is found in 6, Sect. 18 .
THEOREM 1.2. The module M o¨er the local ring A has small cofinite
Ãirreducibles if and only if the set of cyclic A-submodules of its Matlis dual
Ï  .M s Hom M, E is directed upwards under inclusion.A
Proof. Suppose that M has SCI. Take non-zero elements f and g in
 .Hom M, E and let N s Ker f l Ker g. Then there is an injection MrNA
¨ E2, so MrN is an artinian module. Take an irreducible submodule Q
of M such that Q ; N and such that the quotient module MrQ is
artinian. As noted before MrQ is isomorphic to a submodule of E and
Ã .therefore its Matlis dual Hom MrQ, E is cyclic as a module over A.A
 .  .The isomorphic image of Hom MrQ, E in Hom M, E is therefore aA A
Ãcyclic A-submodule and it contains the elements f and g. Conversely
Ï Ãsuppose that every finite subset of M is contained in a cyclic A-submodule
Ïof M. Let then N be an arbitrary A-submodule of M, such that the
quotient module MrN is artinian and / 0. There is an injective A-linear
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map g : MrN ª Er for some r. After composing g with the canonical
r  .map M ª MrN and the projections E ª E, we get g g Hom M, E ,i A
i s 1, . . . , r, such that N s Ker g l ??? l Ker g . By assumption there is1 r
Ã .f g Hom M, E and elements a , . . . , a in A, such that g s a f forA 1 r i i
i s 1, . . . , r. Then Q s Ker f ; N and since MrQ is isomorphic to Im f ;
E it is artinian and Q is irreducible in M. We have shown that M has
small cofinite irreducibles.
 .COROLLARY 1.3. Let A, m be any local ring. Then for e¨ery d G 2 the
w x ww xxlocal rings A X , . . . , X and A X , . . . , X are approximately1 d  X , . . . , X . 1 d1 d
Gorenstein.
Proof. Let E be an injective hull of the A-module Arm. Let B be any
w x ww xxof the local rings A X , . . . , X and A X , . . . , X and denote1 d  X , . . . , X . 1 d1 d
w y1 y1 xthe maximal ideal of B by n. Then the module F s E X , . . . , X of1 d
w xinverse polynomials over E is the injective hull of the B-module Brn, 2 .
We have to show that F is the directed union of its set of cyclic
B-submodules, when d G 2. In fact we prove the stronger assertion that if
w y1 y1 xM is an arbitrary A-module, then the module M X , . . . , X of inverse1 d
polynomials over M is the directed union of its set of cyclic
w xA X , . . . , X -submodules, when d G 2. Only the case of two variables has1 d
w y1 y1 xto be treated. Let therefore m and n belong to M X , Y . By taking m
large enough we can write each non-zero term uXyj Yyk in these two
inverse polynomials as a multiple of uXym Yym . In fact uXyj Yyk s
 my j myk . ym ym.  .X Y uX Y for m G max j, k . Now let u , . . . , u be gener-0 r
ators of the A-submodules generated by all u, such that m or n has a term
of the form uXyj Yyk . Then
u Xym Yym s X kmq1.Y  ryk .mq1.l for k s 0, . . . , r ,k
where
r
y jq1.mq1.y1. y ryjq1.mq1.y1.l s u X Y . j
js0
w xIt follows that there are polynomials f and g in A X, Y , such that m s fl
w y1 y1 xand n s gl. We have proved that M X , Y is the directed union of its
w xcyclic A X, Y -submodules.
ÃCOROLLARY 1.4. The A-module M has SCI if and only if the A-module
ÃM m A has SCI.A
 . Proof. Consider the natural isomorphism Hom M, E ( Hom M mÃA A A
Ã .A, E and the assertion follows at once from 1.2.
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COROLLARY 1.5. If M has SCI, then e¨ery submodule of M has SCI.
ÏProof. If N is a submodule of M, then N is a homomorphic image of
ÏM.
2. CRITERIA FOR MODULES TO HAVE SMALL
COFINITE IRREDUCIBLES
w xFirst we extend 3, 4.4 to modules which are not necessarily finite.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a module o¨er a local ring A, m , such that
it has small cofinite irreducibles. If m g Ass M, then M is artinian with
.one-dimensional socle .
 4Proof. First we show that Ass M s m . Suppose not and then take
 .  .elements x, y g M, such that m s Ann x and p s Ann y , where p is a
prime ideal distinct from the maximal ideal. The finite submodule N s Ax
q Ay of M has SCI by 1.5. Now dim N G 1 but depth N s 0. This
w x  4  .contradicts 3, 4.4 . Hence Ass M s m . If Soc M / Arm, then M has a
submodule V, which is a two-dimensional vector space over Arm. Again
 4by 1.5, V has SCI, but this cannot be the case, since 0 is not irreducible
 4in V. Hence M is a module with support in m with socle dimension one
and is therefore embeddable in E.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A, m be a complete one-dimensional local do-
main and E an injecti¨ e hull of Arm. Then E is the union of an increasing
sequence of cyclic submodules.
Proof. Assume that there is a maximal cyclic submodule Az of E. Let
a / 0 in m. Since a is a nonzerodivisor on A, multiplication by a on the
injective module E is surjective. Hence there is w g E, such that z s aw.
Then Az ; Aw and by the maximality of Az in the set of cyclic submod-
ules of E, we obtain that Az s Aw and therefore Aw s aAw. This leads
to the contradiction Aw s 0, because some power of a annihilates Aw.
Hence there is no maximal cyclic submodule of E, so there is a strictly
increasing chain E n E n . . . of cyclic submodules of E. Its union1 2
D` E s 0 : a for some ideal a of A. It does not have finite length, so a1 n E
 4must be 0 and the union equals E.
Combined with 1.2, 2.2 says that every one-dimensional complete local
domain is approximately Gorenstein.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a complete local domain of dimension 1.
Then An does not ha¨e small cofinite irreducibles, when n G 2.
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Proof. By 1.5, we have only to consider the case n s 2. Take a
non-zero element x in m. Since ArAx has finite length, 0 : x also hasE
finite length. By 2.2, A has SCI, so 1.2 implies that the finite submodule
0 : x ; Ae for some e g E. Note that Ann e ; Ann 0 : x s Ax. SupposeE E
that A2 has SCI. Then by 1.2, every finite subset of E2 is contained in a
2 2  .cyclic submodule of E . Therefore there is z g E , such that e, 0 and
 . n0, e both belong to Az. Since x z s 0 for n large enough and e / 0,
 .  . mthere is a largest m such that e, 0 and 0, e both belong to x Az. We get
 . m  . me, 0 s x a z and 0, e s x a z for some elements a and a in A, such1 2 1 2
 .  .  .that both do not belong to xA. Then a e, 0 y a 0, e s 0, 0 , i.e.,2 1
a e s a e s 0. Hence both a , a g Ann e ; Ax. We have thus arrived at1 2 1 2
2a contradiction. Consequently A cannot have SCI.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let M be a module o¨er a local ring A, which has small
cofinite irreducibles. Then there cannot exist a prime ideal p of A, such that
dim Arp s 1 and Arp [ Arp is embeddable in M.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then by 1.5, B s Arp is a one-dimen-
sional local domain, such that B2 has SCI. Take a minimal prime ideal q
Ã Ã Ãin the completion B. Then since Brq is embedded in B, we get that
Ã 2C s Brq is a one-dimensional complete local domain, such that C has
SCI. This contradicts 2.3
LEMMA 2.5. Let p , . . . , p be distinct prime ideals in a complete local1 r
ring A such that dim Arp s 1 for each i. Then the set of cyclic submodulesi
of the A-module  r 0 : p is directed upwards under inclusion.is1 E i
Proof. Take elements a g F p _p , i s 1, . . . , r. Consider two ele-i j/ i j i
 . r  . r rments u s u and ¨ s ¨ in M s  0 : p . Note that if a g Ai is1 i is1 is1 E i
is a non-zero divisor on a module M, i.e., multiplication by a on M is
Ï  .injective, then multiplication by a on the Matlis dual M s Hom M, E isA
surjective, since E is an injective module. Note also that if a is an ideal of
A, then the Matlis dual of the A-module Ara is naturally isomorphic to
the submodule 0 : a of E. Since for i s 1, . . . , r, a is a non-zero divisorE i
on Arp , multiplication by a on 0 : p is surjective. Therefore there arei i E i
elements uX, ¨ X g M such that u s a uX and ¨ s a ¨ X for i s 1, . . . , r. Byi i i i i i
2.2, there is w g M and elements b , . . . , b , c , . . . , c in A, such that1 r 1 r
uX s b w and ¨ X s c w , i s 1, . . . , r. Then evidently u s bw and ¨ s cw,i i i i i i
r rwhere b s  a b and c s  a c . Observe that a w s 0 if k / j.1 i i 1 i i i j
The result in the following lemma is well-known, but we include a proof
of it for completeness.
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a local domain of dimension at least 2. For any
non-zero x g A there are infinitely many prime ideals of height one which do
not contain the element x.
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Proof. We use prime avoidance and Krull's principal ideal theorem.
For any finite set of prime ideals we can take a non-zero element in the
maximal ideal outside their union. Every prime ideal minimal over this
element is a height one prime ideal not contained in the set. Hence there
are infinitely many prime ideals of A of height one, and just a finite
number of them contains the elements x.
LEMMA 2.7. Let p , . . . , p be prime ideals in the complete local ring A,1 r
such that dim Arp G 2, for 1 F i F s, but such that for s - i F r the primei
ideals p are distinct from each other and satisfies dim Arp s 1. Then thei i
A-module M s  r 0 : p is the directed union of its set of cyclic submod-is1 E i
ules.
Proof. The assertion is proved by induction on d s max dim Ar1F iF r
p . The case d s 1 was treated in 2.5. Suppose the assertion is truei
whenever d - d , where d G 2. Next we do an induction on the number l0 0
of those i such that Arp has the maximal dimension d . Suppose that pi 0 1
is one of these primes. Take x g p l ??? l p ]p . Since dim Arp G 2,sq1 r 1 1
using 2.6 we can find a sequence q , q , . . . of distinct prime ideals1 2
 .containing p but not the element x, and such that also ht q rp s 1 for1 n 1
every n. From Krull's principal ideal theorem we deduce that p s l` q .1 1 n
Since A is assumed to be complete we get by Matlis duality, that 0 : p sE 1
`0 : q . By our induction hypotheses, the A-modules N = M X, where1 E n n
M X s 0 : p = ??? = 0 : p and N s 0 : q = ??? = 0 : q , n sE 2 E r n E 1 E n
1, 2, . . . , are directed unions of their sets of cyclic submodules. Therefore
 n . Xfor each n the module M s  0 : q = M , which is a homomorphicn 1 E j
image of N = M X, is the directed union of its set of cyclic submodules.n
 .`Now M is the union of the increasing sequence of submodules M .n 1
Consequently the set of cyclic submodules of M is upwards directed under
inclusion.
COROLLARY 2.8. A complete local domain of dimension at least 2 is
always approximately Gorenstein.
In order to obtain the criterion for a finite module over a complete local
w xring to have small cofinite irreducibles, given by Hochster 3 , we need a
couple of preliminary results about essential extension of modules.
LEMMA 2.9. Let M be a module o¨er a noetherian ring A and let N be a
submodule of M. Then N is an essential submodule of M if and only if for
  . .each prime ideal p of A, the natural map Hom k p , N ªA pp
  . .  .Hom k p , M is an isomorphism, where k p denotes the residue field ofA pp
the local ring A .p
Proof. Assume first that N is essential in M, i.e. every non-zero
w xsubmodule of M has a non-zero intersection with N. By 6, p. 149 , N isp
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 .essential in M . We may therefore assume that A, m is local and wep
 .  .have to show that Hom Arm, N ª Hom Arm, M is an isomor-A A
phism. But this is clear, since these modules are naturally isomorphic to
0 : m and 0 : m respectively. However, these two submodules of MN M
 4must be equal, since if x g 0 : m_0 : m , then Ax l N s 0 .M N
Conversely, suppose that L is a submodule of M such that L l N s 0.
We want to show that L s 0. Our assumption means that the composition
N ª M ª MrL of the natural maps is injective. Assume that L / 0 and
 .  .let then p g Ass L . After localization at p we may assume that A, mA
 .is local with m g Ass L . The composition of the induced mapsA
 .  .  .Hom Arm , N ª Hom Arm , M and Hom Arm , M ªA A A
 .Hom Arm, MrL must also be injective. But the first of these maps isA
 .by hypothesis an isomorphism. Consequently Hom Arm , M ªA
 .Hom Arm, MrL must be injective. Hence its kernel is zero. But itsA
 .kernel is isomorphic to Hom Arm, L . But this module is non-zero,A
since m is an associated prime ideal of L. We have arrived at a contradic-
tion, and therefore we must have L s 0. Thus N is an essential submod-
ule of M.
LEMMA 2.10. Let f : A ª B be a flat homomorphism between noetherian
rings and let N be an essential submodule of an A-module M. Then the
monomorphism N m B ¨ M m B between B-modules is essential.A A
Proof. We use the criterion given in the above lemma. After localizing
B at a prime ideal and A at the contracted prime ideal, we may assume
 .  .that A, m and B, n are local rings and that f is a local homomor-
 .  .phism. Since N ¨ M is essential, Hom Arm, N ª Hom Arm, M isA A
an isomorphism, by 2.9. Tensoring it with B, which is A-flat, we get the
 .  .isomorphism Hom Brm B, N m B ª Hom Brm B, M m B . SinceB B A
 .  .n > m B therefore Hom Brn, N m B ª Hom Brn, M m B is alsoB A B A
an isomorphism. Our assertion now follows from 2.9.
By the flatness of the completion we immediately get:
COROLLARY 2.11. Let N ; M be essential, where M is a finite module
Ã Ão¨er the local ring A. Then the induced homomorphism N ¨ M between the
Ãcompletions is an essential monomorphism of A-modules.
LEMMA 2.12. Let A be a local ring, let N be a submodule of an A-module
M, and let E be an injecti¨ e hull of the residue field of A. Furthermore, let
 .`  .`  .a be any sequence of elements of A. If g is a sequence in Hom N, E ,n 1 n 1 A
 .`such that g s a g for e¨ery n, then there is a sequence f inn n nq1 n 1
 .Hom M, E , such that for e¨ery n, the restriction of f to N is g andA n n
f s a f .n n nq1
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 .` Proof. Let F be the Bass module relative to the sequence a , seen 1
w x.1 . This module is constructed as follows. Let L be the free A-module
 .with basis e , e , . . . . The endomorphism l on L defined by l e s e y1 2 n n
a e , n s 1, 2, . . . , is easily seen to be injective. Injectiveness is evi-n nq1
dently preserved under tensoring with Ara for any ideal a of A. If we
w xdefine F as the cokernel of l, then the module F is flat 9, 3.55 . If we
denote the image of e in F by e , n s 1, 2, . . . , then F is a flat module,n n
which has generators e , n s 1, 2, . . . and relations e s a e , n sn n n nq1
1, 2, . . . . Now a simple argument shows that, if X is a module of the form
 .Hom Y, I for some modules Y and I, where I is assumed to be injective,A
i  .then Ext G, X s 0 for every i G 1 and each flat A-module G. From theA
Ï Ï Ï .exactness of 0 ª MrN ª M ª N ª 0 and the flatness of F we get the
Ï Ï Ï .  .surjection p : Hom F, M ª Hom F, N . We can define n : F ª N byA A
Ï .n e s g , n s 1, 2, . . . . Since p is surjective, there is m : F ª M, suchn n
 .  .that p m s n . The sequence f s m e , n s 1, 2, . . . , satisfies all ourn n
requirements.
 .THEOREM 2.13. Let M be a finite module o¨er a local ring A, m and let
N be an essential submodule of M. If N has SCI, then M also has SCI.
Proof. From 1.4 and 2.11 it follows that we may assume that A is
Ïcomplete. The Matlis dual N of N is an artinian module and therefore
Ïcountably generated. Since N is assumed to have SCI, N is by 1.2 the
directed union of its cyclic submodules. Consequently there is a sequence
` Ï Ï ` .g in N such that N s D Ag and Ag ; Ag for n s 1, 2, . . . .n 1 1 n n nq1
Then there is a sequence a , n s 1, 2, . . . , in A, such that g s a gn n n nq1
Ïfor every n. According to 2.12, there is a sequence f , n s 1, 2, . . . , in M,n
Ï `<such that f N s g and f s a f for every n. Since N s D Ag , andn n n n nq1 i n
Ï  .for any non-zero x g N there is g g N, such that g x / 0, we get by
`  4Matlis duality F Ker g s 0 . Evidently for each n, Ker g s N l Ker f1 n n n
and Ker f > Ker f . Hence F` Ker f has zero intersection with N,n nq1 1 n
and thus is zero itself, since N is assume to be an essential submodule of
 w xM. By a theorem of Chevalley, see 6, Exercise 8.7 , where it is formulated
.only for ideals , this implies that for every i, there is n, such that
Ker f ; m iM. Hence Ker f n s 1, 2, . . . , is a decreasing sequence ofn n
irreducible submodules of M defining the m-adic topology on M. It
follows that M has SCI.
 .THEOREM 2.14 Hochster . Let M be a finite module o¨er a complete
 .local ring A, m and let E be the injecti¨ e hull of the A-module Arm. Then
M has small cofinite irreducibles if and only if
 .  .i When dim M s 0 M ( 0 : q for an m-primary ideal q of A.E
 .  .ii When dim M ) 0 m f Ass M and for each p g Ass M with
dim Arp s 1, the A-module Arp [ Arp is not embeddable in M.
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Proof. Necessity has already been shown in 2.1 and 2.4, so let us show
the sufficiency. By our assumptions we can by looking at the decomposi-
tion of the injective hull of M into indecomposable injective modules, find
an essential submodule N (  r Arp of M, where p , n s 1, . . . , r are1 i i
prime ideals distinct from m and such that if dim Arp s dim Arp s 1,i j
then i s j. From 2.7 and 1.5 we conclude that N has SCI. Theorem 2.13
then implies that M itself must have SCI.
The method of proof of Theorem 2.14 together with its result works to
w xextend the criterion given there to what Hochster calls E-rings 3, 1.12 .
w xJust note that from the definition of an E-ring 3, 1.8 , it follows from 2.14
that Arp has SCI for every prime ideal p in an E-ring A. Any excellent
ring is an E-ring.
3. CYCLIC PURITY VERSUS PURITY
The exact sequence 0 ª X X ª X ª X Y ª 0 of A-modules is called
pure if it remains exact after tensoring with any A-module. In accordance
w xwith the terminology of Hochster in 3 , the sequence is called cyclically
 .pure sometimes called ideal pure if it remains exact after tensoring with
any module of the form Ara, a ideal of A, i.e. with any cyclic module. A
X  .monomorphism f : X ª X is called pure resp. cyclically pure if the
X  .sequence 0 ª X ª X ª Coker f ª 0 is pure resp. cyclically pure . Evi-
dently every pure exact sequence is also cyclically pure. But the converse
does not hold in general. Here we shall investigate the question, when for
an A-module M, any cyclically pure monomorphism M ª X is always
w xpure. For M s A, A a local ring, Hochster proved 3, Theorem 2.6 that
this is the case exactly, when the ring A is approximately Gorenstein, i.e.,
has SCI as an A-module. Hochster also showed that this is equivalent to
 .  .the purity of the natural monomorphism A ª S A . Here S A s  Arq,
where q ranges over the set of m-primary irreducible ideals of A. For an
arbitrary finite module the situation is different. For example if A is a
field, then every exact sequence splits, hence is pure, but A2 does not have
SCI. But one part of the equivalences in the above cited theorem remains
valid for finite modules over a local ring and even for more general
modules as the content of the next theorems show. But first we have to
define what it means for a module to be cyclically pure injective. An
 .A-module Z is said to be pure injective resp. cyclically pure injective if
 . X Yfor any pure resp. cyclically pure exact sequence 0 ª X ª X ª X ª 0
 Y .  .  Xthe induced sequence 0 ª Hom X , Z ª Hom X, Z ª Hom X ,A A A
.Z ª 0 is also exact. Clearly every injective module is cyclically pure
injective and any cyclically pure injective module is pure injective. The
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 .  .product of any family of cyclically pure injective modules is cyclically
pure injective. If I is injective, then for every module Y the module
 .Hom Y, I is easily seen to be pure injective. Using Matlis duality,A
 .therefore every artinian module over a noetherian ring is pure injective.
LEMMA 3.1. If M is cyclically pure injecti¨ e, then 0 : a is cyclically pureM
injecti¨ e for e¨ery ideal a of A.
Proof. Let 0 ª X X ª X ª X Y ª 0 be a cyclically pure exact sequence.
The sequence 0 ª X Xra X X ª Xra X ª X Yra X Y ª 0 is therefore exact.
 .Actually it is cyclically pure exact, due to the natural isomorphism Arb
 .  .m YraY ( Yr a q b Y valid for every A-module Y. Hence it remainsA
 .exact after applying Hom , M to it. Using the natural isomorphismA
 .   ..  .Hom YraY, M ( Hom Y, Hom Ara, M ( Hom Y, 0 : a , weA A A A M
get that the original exact sequence remains exact after applying Hom ,A
.0 : a to it. Hence 0 : a is cyclically pure injective.M M
Remark 3.2. In particular, 0 : a is cyclically pure injective, where asE
usual E denotes the injective hull of the residue field of the local ring A.
When A is a complete local ring every submodule of E has this form, and
therefore in this case every submodule of E is cyclically pure injective.
When A is an arbitrary local ring, the author has been unable to decide
whether, there are any submodules of E, which are cyclically pure injec-
tive, but not of the form 0 : a.E
 .  .Let M be a finite module over a local ring A, m . Let S M s
 MrQ, where the product ranges over all irreducible submodules Q ofQ
M, such that the quotient module MrQ is artinian, which means in this
 .case that it has finite length. Let u : M ª S M be the natural homo-M
morphism.
THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a finite module o¨er a local ring A. Then with
 .u : M ª S M as defined abo¨e we ha¨e thatM
 .  .a S M is cyclically pure injecti¨ e and u is a cyclically pureM
monomorphism.
 .b The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i u is a pure monomorphism.M
 .ii Whene¨ er we ha¨e a cyclically pure monomorphism of M into
some A-module it is in fact pure.
When A is complete these two conditions are also equi¨ alent to
 .iii u is a split monomorphism.M
 .iv M is cyclically pure injecti¨ e.
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 .Proof. a If L is a submodule of E of finite length, then L s 0 : qE
for an m-primary ideal q and is thus cyclically pure injective by Lemma
 .3.1. Consequently S M , which is a product of such modules, is cyclically
pure injective. Let now a be an ideal of A and let x g M _a M. There is
 .f : M ª E, such that a M ; Ker f but f x / 0. Ker f is irreducible in M
and MrKer f has finite length. Now quite general tensoring with a finitely
presented module, like Arq in our case, commutes with arbitrary prod-
ucts. This follows easily from the right exactness of the tensor product.
 w x w x  . .See 10, p. 42 or 3 , where an argument is given in the proof of 2.6 . We
therefore get natural isomorphisms
Ara m S M ( Ara m MrQ ( Mr a M q Q . .  .  . A A
Q Q
 .It follows that u : M ª S M remains exact after tensoring with Ara.M
Hence u is a cyclically pure monomorphism.m
 .  .  .  .b ii « i Trivial by a .
 .  .i « ii Let f : M ª X be a cyclically pure monomorphism. Since
 .   ..   ..S M is cyclically pure injective, Hom X, S M ª Hom M, S M is
 .surjective. Hence there is g : X ª S M such that g ( f s u . Since u isM M
by assumption a pure monomorphism, f must also be a pure monomor-
phism.
In the remainder of the proof we assume that A is complete.
Ï .  .  .i « iii Since M ( Hom M, E by Matlis duality, M is pureA
 .injective. Therefore the pure monomorphism u : M ª S M splits.M
 .  .iii « iv M is then isomorphic to a direct summand of the
 .cyclically pure injective module S M and is therefore itself cyclically pure
injective.
 .  .  .iv « iii Since u : M ª S M is cyclically pure it is split exact, ifM
M is assumed to be cyclically pure injective.
 .  .iii « i A split exact sequence is pure.
COROLLARY 3.4. A complete local ring is approximately Gorenstein if and
only if it is cyclically pure injecti¨ e as a module o¨er itself.
w  .x  .Proof. Hochster proved 3, 2.6 that in the case M s A, conditions i
 .and ii in 3.3 are both equivalent to that A is approximately Gorenstein.
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In order to treat the relations between cyclic purity and ordinary purity
for modules which are not necessarily finitely generated we have to assume
that the local ring A is complete or at least quasi-complete. The local ring
A is called quasi-complete if each quotient Ara satisfies the conclusion in
w xChevalley's theorem for complete local rings 6, Exercise 8.7 : Namely if
a > a > . . . is a descending sequence of ideals in A such that F` a1 2 is1 i
n w xs a , then for every n, there is an i such that a ; a q m . In 4 it isi
Ãshown that A is quasi-complete if and only if a ¬ a A is a bijection
Ãbetween the set of ideals of A and the set of ideals of A and also if and
only if a ¬ 0 : a is a bijection between the set of ideals of A and the setE
of submodules of E. For example each discrete valuation ring is quasi-
complete.
 .  .Now let A, m be a complete or even a quasi-complete local ring. For
an arbitrary A-module M we consider, as for finite modules, the module
 .S M s  MrQ, where Q ranges over the set of irreducible submodulesQ
of M with artinian quotient MrQ. This quotient is isomorphic to a
submodule of E, which under our assumption on A is equal to 0 : a forE
an ideal a of A and is therefore a cyclically pure injective A-module. We
 .have as before a natural homomorphism u : M ª S M . We get theM
following extension of Theorem 3.3:
THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a module o¨er a complete or more generally a
.  .quasi-complete ring A and consider the homomorphism u : M ª S M asM
 .defined abo¨e. Then S M is a cyclically pure injecti¨ e module and u is aM
cyclically pure monomorphism. Moreo¨er, u is pure if and only if e¨eryM
cyclically pure exact sequence of the form 0 ª M ª X ª Y ª 0 is pure.
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as the proof of Theorem 3.3.
4. APPROXIMATELY GORENSTEIN RINGS AND
FLAT HOMOMORPHISMS
THEOREM 4.1. Let f : A ª B be a flat local homomorphism between
 .  .local rings A, m and B, n . If A is approximately Gorenstein and the fibre
Brm B is Gorenstein, then B is approximately Gorenstein.
Proof. First note that for a proper ideal q in A, the flat local homo-
morphism f : Arq ª Brq B induced by f has Gorenstein fiber (
wBrm B. It follows that if Arq is Gorenstein, then Brq B is Gorenstein 6,
x23.4 . Since A is approximately Gorenstein, given i there is an ideal q of
A, such that Arq is Gorenstein and q ; m i. Then q B ; n i and as we
w xjust noted Brq B is Gorenstein. By 3, 1.1 we conclude that B is
approximately Gorenstein.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let f : A ª B be a an equidimensional flat local homo-
morphism. If B is approximately Gorenstein, then A is approximately Goren-
stein.
Proof. We may assume that A and B are complete. Let d s dim A s
dim B and consider first the case d s 0. In this case B is Gorenstein, since
a zero-dimensional and approximately Gorenstein local ring is Gorenstein.
w xTherefore A is Gorenstein, too, 6, 23.4 . Next we treat the case d G 1.
Since B is approximately Gorenstein of dimension ) 0, depth B ) 0 by
w x3, 4.4 . Let F be the fiber F s Brm B of f. The flatness of f implies the
following equalities: dim B s dim A q dim F and depth B s depth A q
w xdepth F, 6, 15.1 and 23.3 Corollary . Hence dim F s depth F s 0 and
consequently depth A s depth B and thus depth A ) 0. Suppose p is a
prime ideal, such that dim Arp s 1 and such that there is an embedding
Arp [ Arp ¨ A. Since the induced flat homomorphism f : Arp ª
Brp B has fiber isomorphic to F and F is zero-dimensional, dim Brp B s
1. Let q be a prime ideal of B minimal over p B. Then dim Brq s 1 and
there is an injection Brq ¨ Brp B. By the flatness of f, we however have
an embedding Brp B [ Brp B ¨ B. Hence there is an injective B-linear
map Brq [ Brq ¨ B. But this contradicts, by Theorem 2.14, our hypoth-
esis that B is approximately Gorenstein. Hence Arp [ Arp for any
prime ideal p of A, such that dim Arp s 1, is not embeddable in A and
since also depth A G 1 we conclude by Theorem 2.14 that A is approxi-
mately Gorenstein.
The assumption dim A s dim B in Theorem 4.2 is essential. In order to
see this let A be any local ring which is not approximately Gorenstein and
ww xx w xlet B be the power series ring A X, Y in two variables. By 1.3 or 3, 5.6
the local ring B is always approximately Gorenstein and the natural map
f : A ª B is of course flat.
Next we investigate how the property of being approximately Gorenstein
behaves with respect to regular sequences. It is not always the case, that if
 .x is a regular element in the maximal ideal in an approximately Goren-
stein ring A, that the quotient ring ArxA is also approximately Goren-
stein. If it were so, then if A is a complete Cohen]Macaulay local domain,
thus approximately Gorenstein, and x , . . . , x is a system of parameters of1 n
 .A, then Ar x , . . . , x would be approximately Gorenstein and zero1 n
dimensional, hence Gorenstein. But then A would also be Gorenstein. But
there are complete local domains which are Cohen]Macaulay but not
Gorenstein. However, the converse is true:
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A, m be a local ring and x g m an A-regular
element. If ArxA is approximately Gorenstein, then A is approximately
Gorenstein.
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This is contained in the more general result:
 .PROPOSITION 4.4. Let M be a finite module o¨er a local ring A, m and
x g m an M-regular element. If MrxM has SCI, then M also has SCI.
We deduce these results using 1.2 by proving the statement dual to the
statement in 4.4.
THEOREM 4.5. Let M be an artinian module o¨er a local ring A and let x
be an element in the maximal ideal m of A. If M s xM and the set of cyclic
submodules of 0 : x is directed upwards under inclusion, then so is the set ofM
cyclic submodules of M.
Proof. Let u , u , . . . be a sequence in M, such that 0 : x s D` Au1 2 M 1 n
and such that Au ; Au for every n. Let F be the Bass modulen nq1
 .`relative to a sequence a such that u s a u for each n. Since F isn 1 n n nq1
 . wflat, Hom F, is exact on the category of artinian modules 7, TheoremA xx5.1 . Consider the exact sequence 0 ª 0 : x ª M ª M ª 0 of artinianM
 .modules. Thus we can conclude that multiplication by x on Hom F, MA
 .is also surjective. Now there is a map m : F ª M defined by m e s u ,n n
for n s 1, 2, . . . . Hence there is a map n : F ª M, such that xn s m.
 .`  .Define ¨ , by ¨ s n e . Then u s x¨ , ¨ s a ¨ and of coursen 1 n n n n n n nq1
¨ g 0 : x 2 for n s 1, 2, . . . . If we show that the sequence ¨ , ¨ , . . .n M 1 2
generates 0 : x 2, then this module is the directed union of its set of cyclicM
submodules, since A¨ ; A¨ for all n. Let therefore ¨ g 0 : x 2. Thenn nq1 M
x¨ g 0 : x, so there are a g A and n, such that x¨ s au . Since u s x¨ ,M n n n
 .x ¨ y a¨ s 0 and hence ¨ y a¨ s bu for some m and some b g A.n n m
Take l G n, l G m. Then ¨ s a¨ q bu s a¨ q bx¨ s c¨ for some c gn m n m l
A. We have thus shown that the set of cyclic submodules of 0 : x 2 isM
upwards directed under inclusion. Replacing x successively by x 2, x 4, x8
and so on, we conclude that for each n, the set of cyclic submodules of
0 : x 2
n
is upwards directed under inclusion. Therefore M, too, has thisM
property, since the sequence of submodules 0 : x 2
n
is increasing withM
union all of M.
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